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KEY MESSAGES
Data 

Context is essential: gather and evaluate your
company’s data to base your decisions on facts, 
not opinions, and monitor progress.

Positive progress motivates: use inclusion
metrics to track progress. Celebrate wins. Be
open and supportive about setbacks, saying  
what is being done about them.

People 
Collaboration creates positive feelings and 
opens us up to new ideas: work and learn
together about creating an inclusive culture 
that	will	benefit	everyone.

Actions speak louder than words: be an 
inclusive leader with a diverse top team that role 
models inclusive behaviours and growth mindsets.

Corporate culture is a strategic imperative  
and business risk: make inclusion part of your 
strategy discussions and engage your three lines 
of defence.

Inclusion task forces shift the dial: but the aim
is that you no longer need one. Lead a group of 
volunteers from across your business to embed  
an inclusive culture.

Stories humanise, engage, teach, and inspire: 
listen to learn what it is like for others to work 
in your company.

If you are not actively including, you are 
probably accidentally excluding:i we all feel 
excluded sometimes. Understand what makes 
you feel excluded and use this knowledge to 
help you actively include others.

People with the best intentions can slip up: make
it clear what behaviours are unacceptable. Beyond 
these encourage an environment of apology, 
forgiveness, and learning. Ask to be told if you say/ 
do the wrong thing. Apologise sincerely.

Positive reinforcement is powerful: acknowledge
inclusive behaviours when they happen, saying why 
they are important.ii

Frameworks 
Inclusive systems meet the needs of each person
as they really are: have a universal design
perspective when redesigning your systems 
and processes.

Our decisions are predictably irrational: make
them more accurate by using behavioural science 
to redesign your hiring process. Do not reintroduce
irrationality with unstructured interviews or informal 

 references.

Reactive hiring limits the talent pool: focus on
quality and tenure of candidates, not cost/time to 
hire. Implement long-term workforce planning and 
build a balanced talent bench.

Diverse talent is out there: but less so amongst
the ‘usual suspects’. Stretch your thinking. Source 
widely and assess potential using a few essential 
competencies tailored for each role.

Culture	fit’	is	code	for	‘like	us:	look for value
alignment, different perspectives with a shared 

 compass.

Being clear upfront that fully	flexible	working  
is the default, widens the talent pool: role model
flexible	working.		Assume	that	the	where,	when,	
how	of	every	role	is	flexible,	make	requests	reason	
neutral, support line managers, and encourage team 

 collaboration.
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i NeuroLeadership Institute quote.
ii Leadership is Language, David Marquet

https://hbr.org/2017/01/the-neuroscience-of-trust
https://hbr.org/2020/03/the-key-to-inclusive-leadership
https://hbr.org/2016/01/what-having-a-growth-mindset-actually-means
https://uk.themindgym.com/resources/?solution&catehttps%3A%2F%2Fuk.themindgym.com%2Fresources%2F%3Fsolution&category=303#categorygory=303
https://hbr.org/2021/05/to-make-real-progress-on-di-move-past-vanity-metrics
https://hbr.org/2020/06/to-solve-big-problems-look-for-small-wins
https://www.bi.team/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/GEO_BIT_INSIGHT_A4_WEB.pdf
https://timewise.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Timewise-Flexible-Jobs-Index-2021.pdf
https://hbr.org/2017/09/great-storytelling-connects-employees-to-their-work
https://go.valtech.com/rs/353-SAE-487/images/2021-Design-Thinking-Whitepaper.pdf
http://talytica.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Schmidt-and-Hunter-1998-Validity-and-Utility-Psychological-Bulletin.pdf
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BUILDING 
AN INCLUSIVE 
CULTURE
Step 1. 
Establish your current context 

 Collect and slide/dice your inclusion   
 and diversity data.
 Identify the root causes of your enablers  

 and barriers.
 Decide on a few inclusion  metrics to monitor  

 in the background to measure progress.
 Invite colleagues to work and learn   

 together to create an inclusive culture.

1 
What is 

your current 
context?

2
What 

could you 
do now?

3
What 

will you 
do now?

4
Test. Learn. 

Adapt.

5 
Monitor and 
communicate 

progress.

Step 2.
Use the options in Part 1 of the 
Guide on the guide to review   
what you could do now. 
If you are already doing some of these, 
are they working or do they need adapting?

Step 3. Decide what you will do now.
Step 4. Test, learn and adapt.
Step 5. Monitor and communicate progress, good or bad, and what is being done.

People
Inclusive Leaders

Task Force
Mutual Mentoring

Frameworks 
Long-term 

Workforce Planning
Employee Experience

Flexible Working

Until inclusion is integral to your business strategy and fairness and 
diversity no longer needs to be a topic of discussion, go back to step 1, 
adding the options in Part 2 of the guide to your choice of actions.

People
Inclusive Leaders

Task Force
Mutual Mentoring
Manager Cohorts

Inclusion Advocates
Shadow Boards

Frameworks 
Long-term 

Workforce Planning
Employee Experience

Flexible Working

INCLUSION SHOULD 
BECOME INTEGRAL 
TO YOUR BUSINESS 
STRATEGY...

CHECKLISTS

“BEHAVING INCLUSIVELY 
IS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE, 
NOT JUST THE OFFICE.”
Ian Simm, Founder & Chief Executive, 
Impax Asset Management. 



WALKING THE TALK
Inclusive leaders are kind and humble.  
They listen and treat everyone fairly. 
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Be 100% present when with colleagues. 
If you cannot be so at that moment, then arrange a
time when you will not be distracted.

Demonstrate a growth mindset by actively 
seeking ideas about how your business   
can become more inclusive.

Really listen to colleagues about what it   
is like for them to work in your company.
If these stories are painful for colleagues to tell publicly,   
consider using actors to narrate them.

Become a mentee and mentor, preferably  
with colleagues who are different to you.

Reflect	on	your	inner	circle,	those	you	turn	to	
internally and externally to bounce ideas off.
Change	it	if	it	is	not	sufficiently	diverse.

Understand your life/work advantages 
disadvantages.
Use your advantages to help others.

Understand what makes you feel excluded  
and included. 
Use this awareness to include others.

Openly bring your full self to work. 
Talk	about	your	lived	experiences,	such	as	how	flexible
working	fits	your	routine.

In meetings, invite people to give their 
perspectives and make sure that sure all   
voices are heard.

INCLUSIVE 
RECRUITMENT
1.  Carry out long-term workforce planning.

2.  Build a talent bench.

3.  Tailor candidate success criteria for each role. Aim for 
 no more than six key criteria, focused predominantly on 
 behavioural competencies.

4.  Source talent widely, creatively, and proactively.

5.  Use neutral, clear, concise language in all communications. 

6.		 Have	flexible	working	as	the	norm.
7.  Have a transparent selection process for all hiring and 
 invite internal applications.

8.  Anonymise CVs.

9.  Insist on diverse candidate lists.

10. Use work samples and structured interviews.

11. Invite candidates to let you know if they need 
 accommodations

12. Do not take up informal references.

13. Be open about compensation ranges.

14. Individualise onboarding. Ask joiners if they would 
 like a buddy

15. After six months, ask joiners about their onboarding 
 experience and working for the company more generally.

Acknowledge inclusive behaviours when they 
happen, saying why they are important.

Be clear about what is not acceptable 
behaviour and deal with it if it happens.

Be alert for and respectfully intervene when 
missteps happen. 
Such as when somebody is interrupted or has their ideas 
co-opted	by	others.	Invite	them	to	finish	and/or	amplify	their
point. Afterwards, have a quiet word with the transgressor(s). 
Ask colleagues to do the same if you transgress.

Promote 360 degree and skip level feedback.

Clearly say that merit is valued, and that this 
requires	a	level	playing	field.

Be transparent. Keep colleagues informed and 
explain the reasons for decisions.

Ensure that opportunities are shared fairly 
across your company.

Within risk frameworks, give colleagues control 
over how things are done.

Speak with suppliers and clients about what 
you	are	doing	to	shift	your	company’s	culture.

Choose suppliers who are being more inclusive 
and challenge clients that are not. 

CHOOSE SUPPLIERS WHO 
ARE BEING MORE INCLUSIVE 
AND CHALLENGE CLIENTS 
THAT ARE NOT...

https://hbr.org/2020/03/the-key-to-inclusive-leadership
https://hbr.org/2021/05/dont-underestimate-the-power-of-kindness-at-work?utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_campaign=mtod_actsubs&utm_content=signinnudge
https://hbr.org/2016/01/what-having-a-growth-mindset-actually-means
https://www.murrayedwards.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/files/Report%202%20-%20Collaborating%20with%20Men%20July%202017.pdf
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STRUCTURED 
INTERVIEWS
Do not introduce unstructured interviews or 
informal references, they undermine the process.

TALENT PARTNER 
SELECTION
When choosing a talent partner 
ask the following questions.

1. Select three skilled interviewers. 

2. Use the predetermined success criteria,  
	 to	set	three	to	five	current/forward-looking		
 questions.
	 They	should	be	direct	and	specific	rather	than	questions		
 based on conjecture.

3.	 Agree	rubric	on	a	scale	of	one	to	five,			
 for example:
 - One: shows little effort, only makes general comments.
 - Three: shows the process to deal with the scenario.
	 -	Five:	a	level	three	answer	tailored	to	the	specifics	of		
  your organisation.

4. Diarise times,	first	thing	in	the	morning		
 or after food breaks, for each evaluator  
 to independently score the responses.
 They need to be carried out in/from a suitable, quiet  
 space free from distractions.

5. Provide clear, concise information about:
 - The interview location if it is to be in person, including  
  a map.
 - Whom they will meet.
 - The interview length and format.
 - What will be covered and what information the   
  interviewers are looking for.

6.  Ask if they would like to bring a supporter 
 to the interview or if any adjustments   
 are needed.

BEFORE

7.  Be	aware	of	first	impressions,	stereotyping,		
	 halo/horn	effect,	and	confirmation	bias.
 Do not penalise candidates for unconventional body  
 language or an apparent lack of social interaction.

8.  Give candidates time to absorb questions.

9.  Each interviewer scores the answers to each  
 question immediately so that they do   
 not misremember the responses.
 They make notes to support the score.

DURING

10. The interviewers do not discuss the   
 candidate with each other.

AFTER

11. Calculate	each	candidate’s	average	score.

SCORING

12. The interviewers discuss the candidates.
 Make sure that everyone has an equal chance to give  
 their opinions, and agree on the preferred candidate  
 to recommend/select.

SELECTION

Source: adapted from the Behavioural Insight Team’s how to run structured 
interviews, Applied’s interview scoring worksheet and CIPD/Uptimize, 
neurodiversity at work.

Their organisation
1. Are you a member of Inclusive Employers and have you 
 undertaken the Inclusive Employers Standard? If so, what
 is your level of accreditation?

2.  How is inclusion aligned to your corporate mission, values, 
 and strategy?

3.  What inclusion actions and/or targets have you committed 
 to and over what timescale? What is the progress to date?

4.  How is IE&D incorporated into your frameworks and   
 procedures?

Their process
5.  Do you offer culture diagnostics, such as internal interviews 
 and/or market reputation audits?

6.  Will you review our recruitment frameworks/systems?

7.  How do you source diverse candidates? 
 Answers should include:
 - A focus on attracting talent from a wide range of pools.
 - Engaging with specialist organisations that focus on  
 increasing the representation of diverse talent.

8.  Who will be used to source the talent and build the longlist?

9.  How do you coach managers and candidates through the  
 process? What examples do you have of coaching a manager  
 into hiring the best candidate, rather than a stereotypical one?

10. Do you provide a post-appointment analysis/audit of the  
 recruitment process and the outcome?

WORK SAMPLES
Preparation
1. Select a group of skilled evaluators.

2.  Based on the key success criteria, set  
	 three	to	five	short,	role-specific	case	
	 studies	designed	to	find	out	how	the	
 candidates would approach real job 
 situations. They should not necessitate 
 the candidate having done the same 
 job before. For example, you could 
 test for receptiveness to change and 
 resilience with this scenario. ‘You are 
 an equity fund manager whose 
 portfolio is overweight in a sector 
 that is hit badly by an unexpected 
 regulatory change. What do you do?

3.  Agree on a rubric on a scale of one  
	 to	five,	for	example:
  One-star: shows little effort, only  
  makes general comments.
  Three-star: outlines the steps they
  would take to deal with the scenario.
  Five-star: a three-star answer   
	 	 tailored	to	the	specifics	of	your	
  organisation.

4.  Diarise	times,	first	thing	in	the		 	
 morning or after food breaks, for   
 each evaluator to independently   
 score the responses. 

Distribution to candidates
5. When distributing the samples to   
 candidates:
 - use clear and concise oral and  
 written communication to state 
 the purpose and context of the work 
 samples and provide instructions.
 - invite requests for reasonable 
 adjustments.
 - say that the content of the answer 
 will be scored, rather than how it is 
	 written	eg:	bullet	points	are	fine,	and,	
 if appropriate for the role, that  
 spelling/grammar are irrelevant.
 - allow candidates extra time to   
 complete the samples if they ask for it.
 - set word limits eg: 250.

Scoring
6. Each evaluator works independently.

7. The answers to each question are   
 chunked together.

8. Each chunk of answers is evaluated  
 at a time, randomising the candidate  
 order, and hiding the responses to the  
 other questions to avoid the halo/horn  
 effect and ensure that each answer is
 evaluated objectively.

9. Each candidates’ scores are   
 aggregated and averaged.

10. The candidates with the highest   
 average scores are invited for an   
 interview.

Adapted from the Work Sample Cheatsheet 
from Applied.

https://www.beapplied.com/applied-interview-playbook
https://www.pnas.org/content/108/17/6889
https://www.bi.team/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/BIT_How_to_improve_gender_equality_guide_RSI.pdf
https://www.bi.team/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/BIT_How_to_improve_gender_equality_guide_RSI.pdf
https://f.hubspotusercontent40.net/hubfs/6528443/Applied%20%7C%20Interview%20Scoring%20Worksheet.pdf
https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/neurodiversity-at-work_2018_tcm18-37852.pdf
https://dash.harvard.edu/bitstream/handle/1/8506867/RWP12-009-Bohnet.pdf?sequence=1
https://www.beapplied.com/resources


1. companies in the investment and savings  
 industry saying that they do not receive   
	 sufficiently	diverse	shortlists 
 and

2. recruitment/search consultants saying 
	 that	their	clients’	hiring	criteria	limit	
 the diversity of the talent pool?

1 Surveys run by the Diversity Project across the Industry in June 2021 and supplemented by a few interviews. 
Recruitment/search companies N=53: responses based on the last three searches, whether they were 
successful	or	not.	Some	of	the	respondents	specialise	in	specific	talent	pools,	such	as	women	or	returners.	
HR/talent acquisition/I&D teams N=32. Hiring managers N=31. Candidates N=106: 96 females and 10 
males. 2 Diverse talent refers to people from groups that are underrepresented in the overall organisation.

Although small sample sizes,1 the 
findings	below	indicate	views	about	
recruitment in the investment and 
savings sector (Sector). Overall, the view 
was that more time needs to be spent 
on recruiting, as well as retaining and 
developing diverse talent. Social 
mobility and LGBTQ+ are the main 
focus for Sector companies, after 
gender and ethnicity.

The	survey	confirms	that	companies	in	
the Sector strongly believe that there 
is not enough diverse talent2 for their 
experienced hires; 87% of HR teams/
talent acquisition/I&D (TA teams) and 
71% of hiring managers say this is 
the case. 

TA teams identify time to hire pressure 
and a lack of role models as issues.
Those TA teams that have implemented 
the actions in the table opposite rate 
them highly, except for diversity job 
boards.

THE VIEW WAS THAT 
MORE TIME NEEDS TO BE 
SPENT ON RECRUITING, 
AS WELL AS RETAINING 
AND DEVELOPING 
DIVERSE TALENT...

“THE ABSENCE OF INCLUSIVE CULTURES 
MEANS THAT STRONG TALENT LEAVES THE 
INDUSTRY OR AVOIDS IT IN THE FIRST PLACE.”

Those TA teams that have implemented the actions in the table 
below rate them highly, except for diversity job boards.  

100%

100%

100%

94%

94%

92%

89%

88%

83%

83%

80%

50%

Priority given to finding diverse candidates

Distinct candidate experience

Additional time for diversity sourcing

Diverse interview panels

Gender neutral job descriptions

Shortlist diversity targets

Additional budget for diversity sourcing

Returner programmes

Longlist diversity targets

Blind CVs and / or interviewing

Working with specialist diversity recruiters

Advertising on diversity job boards

As well as looking at the wider context 
of creating an inclusive culture, this guide 
aims to answer the question...
‘how can we solve the issue of’
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DIVERSITY PROJECT 
INCLUSIVE RECRUITMENT 
RESEARCH

RESOURCES

The TA teams who expressed an opinion about the elements 
of recruitment/search consultancy services, wanted to see 
improvements across the board. 



The recruitment/search consultants 
spoke of the need to push clients to be 
flexible	to	be	able	to	source	more	diverse	
talent, such as including people with 
less experience than others on the list.
They talked about the sensitivities that 
arise when they challenge clients who 
start to look for excuses for not hiring 
the	best	candidate.	Such	as	‘fit’,	requests	
to	work	flexibly	or	being	influenced	by	
others’ double standards by taking up 
informal references.

The TA teams who expressed an opinion about the elements of recruitment/search consultancy services wanted 
to see improvements across the board. 

90%

88%

87%

87%

83%

83%

79%

75%

67%

63%

Genuine diverse candidate shortlist

Identifying diverse talent and undertaking speculative introductions

More pushback and consultation from search firms to hiring managers

Diverse talent management - identification of future proofing/hiring options

Help to identify inhibitors and blockers within the firm

Help in ensuring I meet my diversity targets

Partners to support an active diversity recruitment strategy

Genuine diverse candidate longlists

Access to a pool of capable diverse talent that we cannot otherwise reach

Advice on how to attract, source and hire diverse talent

For their part, the consultants recognise 
the need to be proactive, broaden 
searches, and take time to identify 
candidates that were not ‘obvious’. 
More also needs to be done to identify 
people with transferrable competencies.

48% of Industry companies use search 
firms	if	other	channels	are	unable	or	
unlikely	to	find	a	suitable	candidate.	
Diverse candidate only lists were 
requested in half of the sample 
searches. Three quarters from the 
outset and the rest later in the process. 

3	‘Best	fit’	can	be	code	for	somebody	I	would	like	to	hang	out	with	socially.

This	resulted	in	identifiably	diverse	
candidates making up 100% of the 
list a third of the time.

In three-quarters of all the searches a 
diverse	candidate	was	one	of	the	final	
candidates. They were offered the job 
for 50% of the mid and senior-level 
roles. This rose to 75% for C-suite minus 
one appointment. Overall diverse 
candidates were offered the job 53% 
of the time. If a diverse candidate was 
not appointed, 28% of the time is 
because the candidate withdrew.

of hiring managers 
agree/strongly agree that 
more needs to be done 
to attract diverse talent 

to the industry

say that their internal 
processes make it easy to 

access diverse talent

say that they wish 
that their team 

was more diverse

95% 62%48%

The problem may lie with 90% saying that it 
is important to consider team fit3 when hiring 
someone; this view could get in the way of 
selecting people with different perspectives. 
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   Denotes needs improvement

SOME OF THE QUOTES 
FROM FEMALE CANDIDATES

“AS A PART-TIME WORKER, I FIND THERE 
ARE VERY FEW OPPORTUNITIES TO FIND A 
PROMOTION AND A CHALLENGING ROLE.”

“WE ALMOST HAVE TO PRETEND WE DON’T 
HAVE CHILDREN TO REALLY PROGRESS TO 
SENIOR POSITIONS.”

“…THE VERY REASON I’M LOOKING FOR 
A NEW ROLE IS TO BRING MY ENTIRE SELF 
TO WORK. I HAVEN’T BEEN ABLE TO DO 
THIS IN MY CURRENT ROLE AND REALLY 
THINK IT’S HINDERED MY GROWTH AND 
DEVELOPMENT.”

“IT WOULD HELP FOR COMPANIES THAT 
SUPPORT AND PROMOTE REMOTE /FLEXIBLE 
WORKING TO ENCOURAGE DISCUSSION ON 
THIS DURING THE INTERVIEW STAGES TO PUT 
THE CANDIDATE AT EASE. SOMETIMES AS 
A CANDIDATE IT’S HARD TO BRING UP THE 
SUBJECT.”
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http://talytica.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Schmidt-and-Hunter-1998-Validity-and-Utility-Psychological-Bulletin.pdf
http://talytica.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Schmidt-and-Hunter-1998-Validity-and-Utility-Psychological-Bulletin.pdf
https://diversityproject.com/CEOInclusiveCultureGuide


DEFINITIONS
Some	words	are	contentious,	and	their	definitions	are	not	uniform.	
They	may	also	change,	so	some	of	the	definitions	below	should	be	
considered	to	be	‘working	definitions’	to	help	conversations.

 Ability: physical or mental power to do something.

 Activity: work that encompasses groups of related tasks.  
 Activities are time-limited, trainable, and measurable

 Aptitude: natural ability or skill.

 Attitude: a person’s feelings, values, and beliefs, which  
	 influence	their	behaviour	and	performance	of	tasks.

 Attribute: skills, knowledge and attitudes that contribute  
 to the performance of activities.

 Behaviour: observable conduct towards people or activities.

 Behavioural science/finance/economics: the study of   
 systematic errors of our judgment and decision-making due  
 to how our brains contextualise and frame information.

 Belief: the feeling of being certain that something exists  
 or is true.

 Characteristic: a typical or noticeable quality of someone  
 or something.

 Cognitive: connected with thinking or conscious mental  
 processes.

 Cognitive dissonance: the feelings of unease/discomfort  
	 when	we	have	conflicting	beliefs,	values,	or	feelings.

 Cognitive diversity: the aggregation of different perspectives  
 and information processing styles.

 Collective intelligence: a team’s combined capacity and  
 capability to perform a wide variety of tasks and solve   
 diverse problems.

 Competencies: someone’s attributes, behaviours, and   
 technical skills; inputs.

 Competence:	standard	of	performance/proficiency;	the	output.
 Core values: important principles and beliefs that motivate  

 and guide decisions; our compass.

 Curb-cut effect: an investment in one group can cascade  
 out and up and be a substantial investment in the broader  
 well-being of a nation - one whose policies and practices  
 create an equitable economy, a healthy community of   
 opportunity, and a just society.

 Dilution effect: weak relevant and irrelevant information  
 saps the power of an argument.

 Growth mindset: the belief that competencies can be   
 improved over time.

 Inclusion: There are two types of inclusion: cognitive, valuing  
 people’s input, ideas, perspectives, points of view or   
 contribution, and social, inviting people to join a meeting,  
 event etc or keeping them informed. Both are important  
 but over-inclusion may lead to an ‘always-on’ mentality,  

 overwhelming cognitive loads, decision fatigue, and burnout.  
 Optimum inclusion is ‘when the right people know the right  
 information at the right time’

 Inclusive behaviour: being 100% present in others’ company,  
 understanding what makes you feel included, sharing your
 lived experiences, educating yourself about others’ lived  
 experiences generally through reading and watching  
 programmes, saying hello, asking them about their lived 
 experiences, actively listening to understand how they 
 experience the working environment and not being defensive  
 about what you hear, asking them for their opinion, asking 
 them to help solve a problem and giving them feedback on  
 what you like about their work.

 Identity: the sum of our parts that makes us unique.

 Knowledge: the informational and understanding.

 Level playing field: a situation in which everyone has a fair  
 and equal chance of succeeding.

 Mental health: a state of wellbeing in which every individual  
 realises their potential, can cope with the normal stresses of  
 life, can work productively and fruitfully, and can contribute  
 to their community, World Health Organisation.

 Mental health problems: affect the way you think, feel, and  
 behave. They affect around one in four people in Britain, 
 and range from common mental health problems, such 
 as depression and anxiety, to more rare problems such as 
 schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. A mental health problem 
 can feel just as bad, or worse, as any other physical illness - 
 only you cannot see it, Mind.

 Mentors: advise.

 Mindset: a way of thinking and opinions.

 Neurodivergent: having cognitive functioning different  
 from what is seen as ‘normal’. It is best to refer to somebody’s  
 neurodivergence, not their neurodiversity.

 Neurodiverse: refers to a group of people. not an individual.

 Neurodiversity:	the	biological	reality	of	infinite	variation		
 in human neurocognitive functioning and behaviour, akin to  
 biodiversity in the natural world.

 Neurodiversity paradigm: considers there to be no one  
	 ‘normal’	brain	type,	rather	than	seeing	attention	deficit		
 hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), autism, dyslexia, dyspraxia  
 and other neurodivergence as ‘disorders’ to be treated.

 Neurominority: a group such as autistic people, or dyslexic  
	 people,	defined	by	sharing	a	similar	form	of	innate		 	
 neurodivergence. There is invariably great variety within  
 each neurominority.

 Neurotypical: somebody who is not neurodivergent. However,  
 do not draw simple lines in the sand between ‘neurotypicals’  
 and neurodivergent people as human neurodiversity is a highly  
 complex spectrum.

 Nudges: choice architecture or design that aim to get us to act  
 in our best interests whilst protecting freedom of choice. They  
 should be transparent, in the interests of the people being 
 nudged and consistent with their values. There should be an  
 opt-out option. This ‘choice architecture’ is all around, such as:  
 our electric toothbrushes pausing, Outlook’s default 30- 
 minute meeting duration, and pension auto-enrolment.

 Personality: the type of person you are, shown by the way you  
 behave, feel, and think.

 Pigeonhole: assign to a, typically restrictive, category.

 Process goal:	an	outcome	that	is	based	on	specific	actions		
 and tasks to achieve a larger goal.

 Proficiency: a person’s level of performance eg novice or expert

 Role: groups of activities eg manager or analyst.

 Psychometric test: designed to show personality, mental  
 ability, opinions etc.

 Quality: a characteristic or feature.

 Shared parental leave (SPL): enables working parents to  
 share up to 50 weeks of leave and up to 37 weeks of pay in  
	 the	child’s	first	year.	The	government	has	an	SPL campaign.

 Skill: something that somebody does well; typically developed  
 through training and practice.

 Skip level feedback: given to a manager’s manager.

 Sponsors: advocate for.

 Standard:	the	level	of	proficiency	required	to	perform	a	role,		
 acquire a professional title or be deemed safe to perform  
	 specific	tasks

 Stereotype: a generalisation about the attributes of certain  
 groups of people; this starts around the age of five to seven.

 Style: a way of doing something.

 Targets: fall between expectation and quotas.

 Task: observable units of work as part of an activity, which  
 draws on knowledge, skills, attitudes and behaviours. They  
 are time-limited, trainable, and measurable.

 Three lines of defence: business, risk/compliance, and audit.

 Trait: a particular characteristic that produces a particular type  
 of behaviour.

 Unwritten rules: contradictions between what leaders say they  
 want and the messages their actions deliver, Peter Scott- 
 Morgan, ‘Unwritten Rules of the Game’.

 Wellbeing: the state of being or doing well in life: happy,  
 healthy, or prosperous condition; moral or physical welfare  
 (of a person or community).

 Zero-sum: creates winners and lower whose goals are at  
 odds with each other.
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